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Abstract:
Study This aims to know the Influence of Income, Interest Rates, and Quality Service Against Awarding Decision Credit to BPR throughout the Regency Gianyar. The magnitude sample used as many as 72 respondents using purposive sampling. All data from the distribution questionnaire was used and analyzed using multiple linear regression and hypothesis testing (t-test and f-test). Research results show that (1) Income positively influences Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar. (2) Interest Rates influential and favorable to Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar. (3) Quality Service influential positive to Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar. This study has the influence and impact that: 1) Income positively influences Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar. 2) Interest Rates are influential and favorable to Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar. 3) Quality Service positively influences Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar.
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INTRODUCTION
Development industry service finance increases rapid and impactful change map competition between financial institutions in Indonesia. Financial market micros such as Commercial and People's Economic Banks are scattered throughout Bali. Banks are capable of increasing performance in their finances. For Can survive and develop their existence (Suardhika et al., 2012). Performance is essential. Because business banking is business trust, the bank must be capable of showing credibility so that the More Lots community uses service banking in transactions (Fenu & Pau, 2015). The magnitude of customers owned by the bank indicates the level of trust in large society and vice versa (Jayawarsa et al., 2021).

Giving credit by the bank to customers No direct so just. Banks must evaluate whether customers are worthy of giving loans and whether customers are capable of returning loans provided by banks. According to He et al. (2015), usually criteria a must assessment made by the bank to get actual customer profitability done with 5C analysis, namely (Character, Capacity, Capital, Collateral, Condition) and 7P analysis (Personality, Party, Purpose, Prospect, Payment, Profitability, Protection) (Mccue, 2007). With this, the bank can determine How much loan or credit will be given to customers (Jayawarsa et al., 2021; Saputra et al., 2019).

One reason concentrated internal banking business distribution credit is Because gift credit is bone back activity banking. When noticed, balance sheet banking will be seen that side bank asset will dominate by size amount of credit (Hasan et al., 2020). Likewise, if observed side bank income, the biggest bank is income flower from proposition credit. Quoted from CNBC Indonesia 2022, the Financial Services Authority (OJK) has published OJK Regulation (POJK) 23/2022 regarding the
maximum limit gift credit for people's economy banks (BPR) and Sharia people's economy banks (BPRS) (Bayar, 2019; Ulum, 2008).

Bali is one province whose people know the importance of institutions for accessible finance business. BPR data spread throughout Bali according to The Financial Services Authority (OJK) in January 2015 totaled 182 BPRs, of which the BPRs were in the districts Gianyar own amount the most second in Bali, so potency gift credit to public Enough high (Almaqtari et al., 2022; Atmika & Sulindawati, 2020; Murtaza et al., 2021).

Income is current entered gross from benefit emerging economy from entity's normal activities during something period if current enters the resulting increased equity that does not originate from contribution investment (Manurung et al., 2022). Income generally is earned from wages or wages, income from a business, and other income. Income the leading bank is not regardless of income flower from distribution credit and, of course, risk increase level ethnic group flower credit. So, it is an asset; the largest owned by the bank is facility credit will be channeled (Ekayani et al., 2020; Sara & Saputra, 2021).

Interest rates are must price paid to borrow some money in the time specified and specified in percentage. Interest rates matter to the income earned by those who provide excess money or surplus spending units for used temporary time by the people who need and use the money to cover the drawbacks or deficit spending units (Dewi et al., 2019; Saputra et al., et al., 2019; Saputra et al., 2020). Quality service is the ability of employees to communicate and give information about products offered by the company. Communication is a delivery process of information from source to recipient for intertwining understanding and change Act in demand recipient as desired by the source (Jayawarsa et al., 2021).

With inconsistency results from the previous study, This writer will do a study about the influence of income, rate ethnic group interest, and quality service to decision taking credit to BPR throughout the Regency Gianyar because the researcher is interested In doing a study with the title "Influence Income, Interest Rates, and Quality Service Against Awarding Decision Credit at BPR throughout the Regency Gianyar."

Literature Review, Income. Income is an increase or increase in assets and a decline or decrease in liability company. It results from operating or procuring goods and services for the public or consumers (Saputra et al., 2019). Bond Indonesian accountant revealed in Standard Accountancy Finance Entity Without Public Accountability (SAK ETAP) defines income as generated income in implementation activity familiar and familiar entity with designation different like sales, fees, interest, dividends, royalties, and rents (Saputra et al., 2019).

Interest Rates. According to Ha and Quyen (2018), Interest rates are a price to pay if there is an exchange between one Rupiah now and one Rupiah later. An increase in ethnic groups' no interest reasonable will complicate the business world for pay burden interest and liability because ethnic groups' high interest will add a burden for the company that, in a manner direct, will reduce company profits (Jayawarsa et al., 2021; Strauss et al., 2017).

Quality Service. Quality service is an absolute must owned by the company or agency that offers services (Warsame & Ireri, 2016) because, with quality service to consumers, companies or agencies can measure the level of performance that has been achieved. According to (Mariyatni et al., 2020; Sujana et al., 2020), service has five dimensions. The principal fifth dimension tree covers proof direct (tangibles), reliability (reliability), power responsiveness, assurance, and empathy (Dewi et al., 2019; Predana et al., 2020; Saputra, 2021).

Award Decision Credit. Decision-making credit is a decision process in taking credit for an institution's finances, starting with the introduction problem, search for information, assessment of alternatives, creating a decision, and finally, obtaining behavior after taking credit that is satisfied
or No satisfied with something product (Williams et al., 2019; Xu & Zhu, 2022). Purchasing is a decision-making process in buying a product that starts with problem recognition, information search, alternative evaluation, purchasing decisions, and obtaining behavior after buying, namely satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a product purchased (Williams et al., 2019).

METHODS

Study
This was carried out at BPR (People's Economic Bank) throughout the Regency Gianyar, totaling 24 BPRs. Population in study This is all employees in BPR throughout the Regency Gianyar, which has 753 employees (Jayawarsa et al., 2021). The defined criteria in the study are employee part credit in each BPR in the District Gianyar. So, the sum sample used was 72 respondents. The type of data used, i.e., quantitative data and qualitative data. The source of data used is primary and secondary data sources. Data analysis techniques used in research This is an analysis of multiple linear regression.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Normality test results show that the magnitude mark Kolmogorov-Smirnov is 0.200, more significant than 0.05. Multicollinearity test results showed that tolerance value or VIF then said no, there is symptom multicollinearity. Whereas the heteroscedasticity test results show that each model has a mark significance bigger than 0.05. The results analysis regression with the Statistical Program Package of Social Science (SPSS) can be seen in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-1.711</td>
<td>4.279</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
<td>0.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>2.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Rates</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>4.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service quality</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>4.350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Square</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R Square</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28.562</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Significance F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed data (2023)

Based on Table 1, written Equality multiple linear regression, the show direction of each variable free to variable tied: $Y = 0.216X1 + 0.396X2 +0.402X3$. Equality multiple linear regression can be outlined as follows:

a) The coefficient value regression Income (X1) is 0.216, which shows a positive connection between Income and Award Decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. That income is compared straight with Award Decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. This shows that if Income experiences enhancement or well, then Award Decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar will increase.

b) The coefficient value Interest rate regression (X 2) of 0.396 means a positive connection between Interest Rates and Granting Decisions Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. It means that the interest rate is proportional to the Award Decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. This
shows that if the Interest Rate is increasing or well, then the Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar increases.

c) A coefficient value regression Quality Service (X3) of 0.402 means a positive connection between Quality Services and Award decision credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar. That means that Quality Service is compared directly with the Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar. This show that if Quality Service experience improvement or good, then Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar will increase.

Influence Income to the Granting Decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. Based on the results test shown _ in Table 1, the mark t-test significance of 0.015 is insufficient from the mark alpha 0.05. it signifies that the independent variable, income, positively influences the Granting Decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. The hypothesis first (H1), which stated income influence positive to the Granting Decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar, is acceptable. It explains that if Income is Good or improved, it can improve awarding decisions Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. On the other hand, if a decline in Revenue happens, it will have an impact on decreasing the granting decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. This is supported by research previously carried out by Perkins (2011), Saputra et al. (2022), and Tran (2019), which states that income has a positive effect on the Granting Decision credit.

The Effect of Interest Rates on Granting Decisions Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. Based on the results test shown in Table 1, the significance of the t-test is 0.000, which is less than the value alpha 0.05. it signifies that the independent variable, i.e., the Interest Rate, positively influences the granting decision of Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. Hypothesis second (H2) states that Interest Rates positively affect the Granting Decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar, which is acceptable. It explains that if the Interest Rate is appropriate for needed customers, it can improve awarding decisions Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. On the other hand, if an interest rate mismatch happens, it will have an impact on decreasing the granting decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. This result is supported by research previously carried out by Martins et al. (2019), Murtaza et al. (2021), and Zameer et al. (2018), which states that Interest Rates have a positive effect on Granting Decision credit.

Influence Quality Service to the Granting Decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. Based on the results test shown in Table 1, the significance of the t-test is 0.000, which is less than the mark alpha of 0.05. it signifies that variable independence, that is, Quality Service's influence, is positively significant to the granting decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. Hypothesis fifth (H3) states that Quality Service positively affects granting decisions. Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar is acceptable. It explains that if Quality Service is Good or improved, then it can improve the awarding of decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar; when Quality Service is, then it will have an impact on decreasing the granting decision Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar. This result is supported by research previously done by Elekdag et al. (2020) and Dan et al. (2019), which states that quality service positively affects granting decisions credit.

CONCLUSION

Income influential positive to Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar. Interest Rates influential and favorable to Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar. Quality Service influential positive to Award Decision Credit at the BPR of the Regency Gianyar.

To improve the Credit Granting Decision to BPR of the Regency, Gianyar should Facilitate earning customers _ low for submitting credit with Minimum Requirements for Granting Credit No more than IDR 10,000,000. Adapt gift level ethnic group flower with need customers, significantly fewer customers capable with conditions certain and not forget based on provision from Bank
Indonesia. Activate 24-hour service or call center to serve complaint customers. Furthermore, the study can add a sample study and broaden the sample area research, not only in the Gianyar region but also in the other districts. The researcher furthermore suggested just using Google form at the moment deployment questionnaire so that time is used more efficiently. In research, there is variable other independent influences variance in granting decision variable Credit to BPRs of the Regency Gianyar, expected study furthermore can develop variable other.
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